AUV MANAGEMENT COURSE

This three day training course has been designed for project staff, technicians, operators and others who are involved in MUNIN or HUGIN AUV operations and require a greater understanding of this technology.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After successful completion of the course participants will have a greater understanding of:
• AUV and payload capabilities
• Preparation of the vehicle for the mission
• Safe launch and recovery of the vehicle
• Verification of data acquisition
• Maintenance procedures

COURSE CONTENT
• General introduction to KONGSBERG AUVs
• Vehicle configuration and setup
• Launch and recovery operations
• Understanding mission planning using KONGSBERG HOS and Reflection software
• Data monitoring and verification
• Safe handling of the vehicle and batteries

LEARNING PROCESS
Classroom training will be a combination of theory and practical exercises. The participants will use desktop computers with standard KONGSBERG AUV Software for simulation exercises.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Some technical understanding of AUV operations would be beneficial.

DURATION
3 days

MAXIMUM NO. OF DELEGATES
6

LOCATION
Aberdeen

PRICE
We are pleased to offer one free place to each company that books on the first course which takes place in June 2016.

HOW TO BOOK
Please contact our Aberdeen training centre for bookings:
km.training.aberdeen@kongsberg.com
+44 (01224)278400
OUR COURSE OFFERINGS

ABERDEEN TRAINING CENTRE

AUTOMATION SYSTEMS COURSES

K-Chief 700 for Bridge Personnel
K-Chief 700 Step 1 - System Introduction
K-Chief 700 Step 2 - Maintenance RBus
K-Chief 700 Step 2 - Maintenance SPBus
K-Chief 500 Technical Course
K-Chief 600 Basic Course
K-Chief 600 Maintenance Course
K-Safe Maintenance Course
Kongsberg Networks Course

DYNAMIC POSITIONING COURSES

DP Induction Course - NI approved
DP Simulator Course - NI approved
DP Awareness Course
DP Introduction Course
DP Scenario Simulator Training
K-Pos DP Operator Familiarisation Course - General/ Vessel Specific
SDP Maintenance Course
K-Pos Maintenance Course
cPos Maintenance Course

POSITION AND REFERENCE SYSTEMS COURSES

HiPAP Operator Course
HiPAP LBL Operator Course (SSBL and LBL)
HiPAP Technical Course
HAIN Reference Operator Course
Seatex DPS Operator & Technical Course
Seatex MRU Familiarisation Course
HiPAP Survey Course
HAIN Subsea Course
SIS Operator Short Course
AUV Management Course